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Abstract

A STATIONARY outflowing wind from the
compact star consisting of electron-

positron pairs and photons is studied. We
do not not assume the thermal equilibrium,
and include all two-body processes which
occur in a such wind together with their ra-
diative three-body variants. As an exam-
ple, the wind injection source is a hot, bare,
strange star. Such stars are thought to be
powerful sources of hard X-ray photons and
e± pairs created by the Coulomb barrier at
the quark surface.

1. Introduction

WITTEN proposed what strange matter
made from u, d, s quarks, e is the

ground state of a matter with a lower en-
ergy per baryon [1]. For example, such
matter can be in the early Universe at high
T = 100–200 MeV. Witten’s idea about the
existence of such strange matter are not
true due to the evaporation of such nuggets
then Universe T downs to 10 MeV [2]. The
Bodmer’s proposal [3] about such matter at
the gravitational star’s core collapse is more
preferable.
The properties of Strange Stars [4].

• Equation Of State P ≈ 1
3(ρ− 4B), where

B is the vacuum energy density. ρ =

4 · 1014 g cm−3 at the boundary in com-
pare with ρ = 0 for neutron stars.

• ∂M
∂ρc

> 0 for all masses 0 < M ≤
Mmax instead of neutron stars. There
are Strange stars with M → 0. Re-
ally should be A > 100. The gravity is
not important for such object. For Neu-
tron Star 0.1M� < M ≤ Mmax. For
Strange Star ∂M

∂R > 0, while for Neutron
Star ∂M

∂R < 0.

• Typical Strange Stars M ∼ Mmax ∼ 1.4–
2M�, R ∼ 10 km, T , I, cooling rates are
similar to Neutron Stars. It is difficult to
discover Strange Star.

Figure 1: A surface region of strange quark
matter [5]. The region between R ≤ r ≤
Rcrust is filled with electrons that are bound
to strange matter but extend beyond its sur-
face, R, leading to a deficit of electrons in
the range Rm ≤ r ≤ R and therefore a
net positive charge in the region. The as-
sociated electric field, E ∼ 1017 V cm−1 >

Ecr = 1.3 · 1016 V cm−1 , is sufficiently strong
for avoiding contact between atomic matter
and strange matter, enabling strange mat-
ter to be enveloped by ordinary atomic mat-
ter with mass ∼ 10−5M�. 1 m3 of such
electrical field in the vacuum radiates as all
stars of Universe.

2. The Problem And The Method

1. In the Strange Star surface the pairs flux
is huge in compare with the photons flux
(Fig. 2). The star is boundary condition.
The temperature of the surface TS (or
the energy flux in pairs Le) is one pa-
rameter of the task.

2. We adopt typical Strange Star parame-
ters M = 1.4M�, R = 10 km.

3. It is possible to write and to solve Boltz-
mann kinetic equations for e∓, γ at r ≥ R

to calculate the radiation from the star.

4. At the annihilation e∓ pairs gives 511 keV
photons. Is it possible to investigate
an annihilation line? Can we use this
line as main feature to identify a bare
strange star?

Figure 2: Luminosities of a hot, bare,
strange star in e+e− pairs (dotted curve),
in thermal equilibrium photons (dashed
curve), and the total (solid curve) as a
functions of the surface temperature TS [6],
[7]. The upper limit on the luminosity in
nonequilibrium photons, Lneq . 10−6Lbb, is
shown by the dot-dashed curve, Lbb being
the blackbody luminosity. The high plasma
frequency suppresses waves with ω < ωp =√

8πα
3

n2
u

ρu
≈ 20 MeV. Pairs are generated by

the supercritical electric field in free elec-
trons states at T > 0.

Table 1: Included Physical Processes [8],
[9], [10]

Basic Two-Body Radiative Variant
Interaction

Møller and Bhaba Bremsstrahlung
scattering
ee → ee ee ↔ eeγ

Compton scattering Double Compton
scattering

γe → γe γe ↔ γeeγ

Pair annihilation Three quantum
annihilation

e+e− → γγ e+e− ↔ γγγ

Photon-photon pair Radiative pair
production production
γγ → e+e− γγ ↔ e+e−γ

We consider the evolutionary spherically
symmetric problem with the steady bound-
ary condition till the receiving of the station-
ary solution [11], [12]. At low luminosity we
use GR Boltzmann kinetic transport equa-
tions [13]
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We used the finite difference computational
method to solve Bolzmann equations. We
introduced the computational grid for phase
space r, εe, µ. We replaced the space and
angle derivatives by finite differences. We
received the set of ODE’s instead of System
of Partial Differential Equations to solve.
There are several characteristic times for
different processes in the problem. The re-
ceived system of ODE’s is stiff. We used
high-order implicit Gear’s method [14] to in-
tegrate ODE’s numerically. To solve the
system of linear algebraic equations at ev-
ery time step we used the cyclic reduction
method.
For high luminosities ≥ 1044 ergs · s−1 it
is possible to use hydrodynamical equa-
tions. Then γT (r) = const [15], [16], [17].
We can estimate γT (R) from the Fig. 2.
Then we know the average photons energy

in the photosphere in the laboratory frame
3γkBT (rphoto).

3. Results Of Calculations

1. The photon spectra in Fig. 3, 4 for differ-
ent luminosities is a main result. Even
at the photon’s optical path τγ = 1 (L ≈
1·1038 erg/s) the photon spectra is a stiff.
The spectra contains the pairs annihila-
tion line. The line width is defined by the
surface temperature. Only at a bigger
luminosity L & 1 · 1040 erg/s then τγ � 1

the spectrum becomes a soft due to 3
particles reactions.

2. Already for the low luminosity ∼
1040 erg/s the photon’s emission Lγ(r =

R) from the Strange Star with the layer
deepness ∼ c/ωp [18], [19] can be con-
siderable in compare with L∓ emission
[12].

3. If the strange star surface photon radi-
ation is low (. 1 · 10−8Lbb), the photon
spectra can give the information about
the star mass because the readshift.

4. If the strange star surface photon ra-
diation is high (∼ 1 · 10−6Lbb), prob-
ably we can not see the annihilation
line. In this case, where is the non-
thermal part in the narrow range of lu-
minosities, because of large sensitiv-
ity of pairs radiation from the tempera-
ture. This means next useful informa-
tion. Let heated Strange Star is cool-
ing. At high luminosity L & 1042 erg/s
the stars spectra is near blackbody. At
1038 . L . 1039 erg/s we can see non-
thermal part near the annihilation line.
Below 1039 erg/s the spectra should be
converted into the equilibrium spectra.
So if we see such object, we know the
approximate value of the luminosity and
the distance.

Figure 3: Mean energy of the emerging
photons (thick solid curve) and electrons
(thin solid curve) as a function of the total lu-
minosity [11]. For comparison, we show by
the dotted curve the mean energy of black-
body photons for the same energy density
as that of the photons at the photosphere.
Also shown by the dashed curve the mean
energies of the emerging photons in the
case when only two-particles process are
taken into account.

Figure 4: Energy spectrum of emerging
photons for different values of L as marked
on the curves [11]. The dashed curve is the
spectrum of blackbody emission.

4. Experiments And Possible
Applications Of Strange Stars

• Stars with the radius R less than the
minimal radius of Neutron Star 10 km.
Emission from binaries [20]. The iso-
lated compact star with the black body
radiation from known distance [5].

• The cooling of a newborn strange star
differ from the cooling of a neutron star
[5].

• Soft Gamma Repeaters (SGR) with su-
per Eddington luminosity for Neutron
Star LEdd = 1.3 · 1038(M/M�) erg s−1

[5]. It is possible to explain the exi-
tance of some “anomalous” SGR with
the large luminosity, for example & 1042–
1044 egr/s and a soft photon spectrum
. 100 kev in compare with usual SGR
[21], [22]. As we see Strange Star can
eject photons with a huge luminosity,
and a photon spectrum becomes softer
at an increasing of a luminosity.

• We can’t explain the narrow (some keV)
annihilation line from the Galaxy center
[23]. Although the amount of the de-
tected e+ flux is similar to the Strange
Stars emission.
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